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Every so often few people come and try to repeat some lies and nonsense circulating by very obvious jewish websites to me. As much as I would like to seriously answer, I cannot, because it matters in the least it could matter. But I'll just write an instructional reply anyhow on this.

The moment I have addressed one thing they will create another, like how they create lies about our ancient cultures or about our Gods. These lies are never ending. It takes no energy to lie in this case, but it takes valuable energy to answer.

Lies about JoS basically is the only thing the enemy can do. Filled with confusion, lies can try to work their way into damaging important things.

Since they have really nothing true to say against us, or what we work on, they are reliant on lies and the invention of false rhetoric against the JoS or this work.

You can hire any knowledgeable or merely reasonable person to look into the sites and understand, and they will find nothing negative. Only the best things are in the Joy of Satan websites and the things provided for Gentiles to read. The enemy knows this, and having built an empire on lies, they are terrified.

The reality is that if you boil down to the very core elements of everything in the JoS, there is only positive, uplifting knowledge, power, sound ethical structure, and that all of this leads to spiritual enlightenment, befriending the Gods, advancing yourself and humanity in the meantime and so on.

My work, as the enemy clearly understands, has built personalities and has given powerful incentives to people. They know I am serving the cause of the Gods and they are aware we are getting to where we should head to.

We are nowhere near done. There is an inordinate amount of things that must happen and will happen. But the enemy sees this as a resurgence of the things that they hoped would "never return", because they know their return would mean their demise and the restoration of great things for this world.

Naturally, this scares the enemy, who for hundreds of years has been adjusted into them having no opposition and effectively doing anything negative and
destructive they wanted. We have been very powerful since forever, and they know this is going to happen again.

One infamous nonsensical thing the enemy also states, is that the Joy of Satan is a "cult". This couldn't be more wrong. You must read online about real cults. Christian cults that asked people to mass suicide, where people are robbed of everything by strange "pastors" and actual cultists, or where people literally do the most deplorable things. The enemy just projects.

There is not a single identifying factor of a "Cult" here. You are not extorted, blackmailed, attacked, coerced, made to sign strange agreements and so on. There is no "Hellfire" waiting if you don't join Father Satan or His plan for the development of humanity just because you were indifferent or didn't join. Nothing.

Meanwhile, as the average jew follows 613 Mitzvot as "laws and regulation" and really lives the "Jewish Life" to appease their "Elders" and the enemy lizards, they tell you that anything that tells you how to live better or what gives you knowledge, a sense of belonging, and a guidance to simply not be destroyed in a world where destruction is rife is "Evil".

They simply want you to be completely unguided and without help, with nothing left in life. They know the Joy of Satan will help people. And they are mad about this.

When the jew meditates and does all this ethical and spiritual training, after they are done, they sit on a desk and start writing nonsense on why you should not do this at any cost. Since they know most people cannot be kept back by lies, casting doubt and lying is the only weapon they have left.

As they see this happening, they become bitter and extremely aggravated, especially those of them sitting on higher orders that understand where this might eventually end up to. Lying, cursing, attacking, sabotaging are the only things they can do, as they have nothing really to point out otherwise.

For one, when the Joy of Satan succeeds, there will be no more useful idiots for the enemy to use. This will take a very long time.

But way before this, as our culture repairs itself, the generation of infinite idiots will not be able to protect the enemy any longer, as the powerful, the noble and the strong will have risen higher in society. This puts a dead end on the enemy, who thrives upon retardation and ignorance.
Copying or corrupting JoS wouldn't work, as it's a perfect handiwork, and doing anything like this would reduce it to something nobody would want to join. So the enemy is out of cards in that regard. As they usually have done this successfully, now it cannot happen, and this makes them mad.

Creating shit socket groups can never work, as these groups will unavoidably have to jew themselves in order to stop threatening the jew. So the jew cannot make these. Even if they do this, this will be very risky for them to do, as it could backfire anytime.

Even Luther started writing "Anti-Semitic" rhetoric against the Jews, to cover for them, yet it backfired and this caused large scale destruction for the jewish people. That is only a very small example.

Now, over the years as a Spiritual Satanist I have come to know and understand that people will "believe" things and lies only insofar they find these convenient to believe. For example, if someone wants to adopt lies aimed at me, it has to be a reason that sits with them, since these lies are unrealistic by all standards.

A person that might for whatever reason dislike me for example, will readily accept any outrageous lie about me. The people who can really think with critical thought and stop for a moment to look on if hate is real, or if dislike is justified, or if anything aimed at me is "real", are very few. Accepting the real feedback is something I do constantly. Those whom we work together, know this.

They will never tell you I have done anything good for anyone. But they know that my spirit stands between them and harming all of you and what the Gods are creating for everyone.

The enemy knows this, and they wrote tomes of how evil Satan is and how evil the Gods are, brainwashing people to believe that the Gods are evil and to be feared. They concocted lies about hellfire and eternal torment. And how many sat down to think or research anything? Very few. But we are becoming MORE AND MORE by the day.

People also never use common sense. They tell people for example, that literally the grand deities of their Ancestors, who for all ends helped them survive for what could be millions of years, "suddenly" are "evil Demons" that want to eat everyone.

As stupid as this might sound for us who have woken up, lies like that stupid shit do affect many people. But in all cases, these do not affect the people that are top priority for us to care about.
The category of important Satanists who are the advanced people and are with Father Satan, they will be able to know everything directly. The SS family and the people growing are what's important to me and not for example, stupid Christians, or some other dabbler who might come here to attack.

The enemy knows more about me than many people here can understand, as many of the enemy reside on a higher level of consciousness compared to let's say people who never meditated. They can therefore recognize intentions.

This allows them to understand more about the nature of my work than certain people who might be new or are too much influenced from bogus ideas, delusions, or things they might need to overcome first until they understand purer and clearer ideas.

The lower the level of understanding, the more these people will be liable to being lied to. Therefore, it's natural that the slander of the enemy might affect these people. It will also affect the vengeful, the haters, the weak, and other people who might have unaddressed issues or have not worked their logic to understand and see the Truth.

But these effects and these people generally don't matter in our mission from the Gods or our collective future, as they are too low. It's not uncommon also that as people advance and address certain issues, they understand how things were all along, and everything is fine.

For example, a well read and established Rabbi of a higher order will understand what we are doing and so on, or about other people here, or myself. That's because they are the same.

Therefore, they will create lies in accordance to this situation. The great lies even if they are outrageous and proven against any evident fact, will be enforced and so on. Our Gods have evidently for example been good, great, decent and noble in all ways. This remains a fact to this day. Yet what has changed is the amount of slander and the amount of fools to believe otherwise.

These fools do not matter in the realistic view of things or the natural order of things. These only matter in their own mind, maybe also the minds of those who similarly believe these lies. They certainly don't affect the opinion of the Gods or anyone else. Therefore it doesn't matter to me.
Being lied to or against in positions like mine is unavoidable. Others in the JoS who rise either through help, labor, or meaningful work that leads to positions, have to understand this.

There is not a single person who has done something decent for our side that has not been slandered and has not been harassed and attacked in endless ways. But all the real people in our side are unaffected and advancing strongly and as good as ever regardless.

At best, the jews can only rally low mobs and fools to do something, but they cannot do much else. The power of their lies affects only the fools in this world. The only problem is that these fools are many. As time goes and certain forces are banished, these will be in the minority, and not in the majority. Or the minority that is on the side of the Truth will become so powerful that these lies will not matter.

In fact, even to this day, they don't affect us.

Any real Satanist would know this by default as things stand, and anyone who has truly walked this path does understand what trials come with it.

Even I myself, when I entered JoS a long time ago, did read a lot of slander about HPS Maxine. I never believed it. Yet the enemy generates slander anyway. It took a lot of years to discover that not only was any of this for real, but on the contrary, she was a noblest woman. It would take an enormous amount of time to even touch on this topic. But it is what it is.

Lastly, certain people have been looking out for me and defending against this. I want to thank you and tell you that my care and appreciation is reflected in my work and the work done for our side and other Satanists. But there is no real need for this, because the enemy inherently behaves as it's said here.

Maybe this only helps as far as protecting people with lesser understanding, so I still understand why this is ongoing. Just make sure to not waste time in the sewers the enemy creates, as they are able to create infinite sewers. We must dwell with the better beings and stay on the positive tasks, which is the most destructive thing of all for the enemy.

Since I have willingly accepted all the details in this ongoing situation, then nothing else matters. I am already aware this could end up in the worst manner for me, upwards to ranges that most people cannot even think.
But I know of this and decided to do the right thing anyway, to stand by on the good side with the Gods, and not with the works of stupid fucks who simply have bought into jewish nonsense and slave programs. The Gods are the most important, not the enemy and their nonsense.

Who cares what these servants of the jews even think, or what the jews think?

Not me and not us.

HAIL SATAN!!!